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Studies of long-range electron transfer (ET) within covalently
linked systems typically seek an understanding of the ET process
itself.1,2 However, when the electron is transferred across a dynamic
protein-protein interface, the observed kinetics frequently are
controlled not by the ET process, but by the dynamics of protein
recognition, binding, and conversion among an ensemble of bound
configurations.3-9 In general, such an interface will be characterized
by a complicated energy landscape with multiple binding minima,
with ET dominated by a subset of conformations in which the ET
matrix element is largest; this is illustrated in the two-tier landscape
of Figure 1.10,11 This idea recently led us to recognize that the
“forward” and “back” halves of a flash-induced protein-protein
ET photocycle involve different initial configurational ensembles
and, hence, should respond differently to the modulation of
configuration interconversion dynamics.5

When the metalloporphyrin in a metal-substituted (M) Zn or
Mg) hemoprotein is laser-flash excited to its lowest triplet state
(3D), this initiates ET from the triplet to a metal center in a bound
acceptor protein (A), with rate constant,kf, eq 1

This forward ET reaction is initiated with the excited complex,
[3DA], in an equilibrium ensemble of configurations, the majority
of which are likely to exhibit less than the maximal ET rate (Figure
1 bottom), and thus ET should be facilitated by conformational
conversion to the more reactive configurations. In contrast, the
charge-separated intermediate complex,I , is formed in the non-
equilibrium set of configurations with maximal ET matrix elements,
and it would be expected to return to the ground state with the
largest possible rate constant,kb, eq 2

unlessconformational interconversion “breaks the connection” and
the complex first converts to a less-reactive substate. With this
analysis, the forward reaction should be slowed as dynamic
processes are quenched by increases in viscosity (η); the back
reaction should show a differential response to viscosity, with the
extreme case being anincreasingrate, if departure from the reactive
configuration(s) is competitive with the ET event.12 Thus viscosity
variations of the photocycle offer a unique window into the
interfacial dynamics of a protein-protein complex.

Mixed-metal hemoglobin (Hb) hybrids provide an ideal system
with which to study ET between protein redox partners.13,14 The
tetramer does not dissociate into dimers under conditions employed
here and can be treated as two independent, predocked [R1 â2]
protein-protein ET complexes13-16 (Chart 1). Thus they seemingly
would be represented by a simple, tier 1, docking energy landscape
(Figure 1, top). Recently, however, we reported thatkf andkb for
the [R2(Zn), â2(Fe3+N3

-)] hybrid at pH 8 showed differential

responses to increasing viscosity, suggestive that such a one-tier
representation is not appropriate for ET within the hybrids and that
ET may be influenced by conformational interconversion within
second-tier substates on the energy landscape (Figure 1, bottom).5

The forward rate constant,kf, decreased with increasingη, as
expected for ET photoinitiated within an equilibrium ensemble of
interconverting configurations, butkb showed little viscosity
dependence. We now report thatkf andkb for the hybrid at pH 7
show the extremes of behavior possible for a two-tier landscape:
kf decreases asη increases, while in sharp contrast, the rate constant,
kb, increasesstrongly with increasingη (Figure 2).

The 3Zn porphyrin in anR chain of the [R(Zn),â(Fe2+)] hybrid
decays exponentially, with an intrinsic decay rate constant,kD ∼
50 s-1. In the [R(Zn),â(Fe3+N3

-)] hybrid, the3R(Zn) decay (rate
constantkobs) is enhanced through ET quenching (rate constantkf)
to form the charge-transfer intermediate,I (eq 1): kobs ) kf +
kD.5,15,17The rate constant for the return ofI to ground (eq 2,kb) is

[3DA] 98
kf

[D+A-] (I) (1)

I 98
kb

[DA] (2)

Figure 1. Proposed energy landscape for Hb hybrid ET complexes, with
“rainbow” denoting ET-active configurations. The black dots (b) represent
the system point: (left) for the equilibrium ensemble of configurations at
the beginning of the photoinitiated ET process; (right) for the initial,
nonequilibrium configuration in which the ET intermediate is formed.
Arrows within the landscape indicate conformational interconversion.
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greater thankobs, and as a result,I appears with rate constantkb

and decays withkobs.5 The two ET rate constants,kf andkb, were
determined for the hybrid in solutions whereη was increased to
42 cP by addition of glycerol and/or cooling; higher viscosities
were achieved with cooled sucrose solutions (Figure 2).18-20

Earlier, we reported that for the [R(Zn),â(Fe3+N3
-)] hybrid in

pH 8 aqueous bufferkf ) kobs - kD ) 25 s-1 (T ) 20 °C),5 and
decreases with increasing glycerol concentration; for hybrids with
other ligands (CN- and H2O), it decreases with cooling.21,22 As
seen in Figure 2, at pH 7, the smallkf for the [R(Zn),â(Fe3+N3

-)]
hybrid initially decreases with decreasing temperature/increasing
viscogen/solution viscosity, then quickly levels off.

The ET return is much faster,kb ) 230 s-1 at η ) 1 cP,T ) 20
°C. In sharp contrast withkf for the hybrid, and ET rates in general,
kb shows a strongincreasewith addition of glycerol or sucrose
and with cooling, for example, doubling tokb ) 470 s-1 in 50%
glycerol buffer at 0°C. Figure 2 shows that the increase inkb is
well represented by a single, well-defined curve with increasingη,
independent of temperature and viscogen. Previous studies of the
temperature dependence ofkb for hybrid in buffered ethylene glycol
solution23 and in poly(vinyl alcohol) films with ligands other than
azide22 showed thatkb decreases upon cooling, indicating that the
behavior in these solutions does not reflect an intrinsic temperature
dependence ofkb; indeed, it appears thatkb for the [R(Zn),â(Fe3+N3

-)]
hybrid may decrease slightly upon cooling for some glycerol
concentrations. Likewise, the increase inkb with increasing glycerol
doesnot appear to reflect increases in osmotic stress,24 changes in
water activity,25 or specific interactions with increasing viscogen
concentration. First, several pairs of solutions with different
percentages of glycerol (osmotic pressure, water activity) and
different temperatures, but the sameη, show the same value ofkb.
Second, when highη is achieved by addition of sucrose, the values
of kb (andkf) follow the sameη dependence (Figure 2). The only
solution parameter that is seen to correlate well withkb is η. While
kb strongly increases withη at pH 7, it is roughly independent of
η at pH 8.5 We surmise that the heightened response ofkb to

increasing viscosity at pH 7 reflects alterations of the Hb dimer-
dimer interface with pH.26-29

In summary, the behavior of the ET photocycle for the
[R(Zn),â(Fe3+N3

-)] hybrid in fact follows expectations for an ET
photocycle within a complex represented by the two-tier energy
landscape of Figure 1. Forward ET is initiated in an equilibrium
ensemble of configurations, is assisted by conformational fluctua-
tions into reactive configuration(s), and is impeded by restricting
those fluctuations with increasingη. In contrast, the ET intermediate
is formed in a nonequilibrium ensemble of reactive configurations,
and back ET is facilitated when an increase in viscosity hinders
competing conformational conversion to less-reactive configura-
tions. Future experiments will extend this novel use of ET
measurements to explore dynamics at a protein-protein interface.
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Figure 2. Viscosity dependence ofkb andkf for the [R(Zn),â(Fe3+N3
-)]

hybrids at pH 7. Glycerol concentrations (w/w): red-0%, cyan-20%, purple-
30%, green-50%, orange-60%, blue-65%. Sucrose concentrations (w/w):
black-54%. Temperatures: (b) 20 °C; (9) 15 °C; (2) 10 °C; (1) 5 °C;
([) 0 °C. Fitting time course ofI gives kobs and kb; kf ) kobs - kD.
Uncertainties: kb, (20 s-1; kf, (5 s-1. Conditions: 50 mM potassium
phosphate, 100 mM NaN3, 50 µM phytic acid (IHP), and 5µM hybrid.
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